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I . INTRODUCTION

ABSTRACT

We have examined the possibility that QCD processes may be well

represented effectively by the Born terms even in the infra-red regime. This

appears to be possible if we take not only the running coupling constant but also

the running quark and gluon masses in the liberated version of quantum chromo-

dynamics- These running masses appear to suppress the higher order loop

corrections compared to the Born diagram even when the running coupling constant

increases in the infra-red regime. An explicit interpolating form of the

running coupling constant from the ultraviolet to the infra-red regime proposed

recently is examined in the context of renormallzation group equation. The

corresponding 8 function has an essential singularity at g = 0, which suggests

the non-perturbative nature of the solutions.

It is usually conjectured that quantum chromodynamics (QCD) generated
by SU(3) colour gauge symmetry is the basic theory of strong interactions
For most purposes i t is immaterial whether the local SU(3) symmetry remains

2)
exact, gluons remain massless and quarks acquire fractional charges or
alternatively whether this symmetry is broken spontaneously, the gluons
acquire a very light Lagrangian mass u « 1 GeV (with the normalization
momentum chosen to be 1 GeV) and quarks acquire Integral charges . These
two alternatives, referred to respectively as "confined" versus "liberated"
QCD, behave in a similar fashion at short (r-£ 10~ cms) and medium short
(r ~ 1 fm) distances, but differ at long distances (r >> 1 fm) as regards
their dynamics.

The major virtue of QCD so far,has however been limited to the high
momentum short distance regime, since coupled with asymptotic freedom
(be i t temporary or permanent ) , one finds that the effective chromodynamle
coupling constant 5 i s sufficiently small for distances r < 0.2 fm
(momentum Q > 1 GeV) to permit a perturbative approach to the renomalixation
group analysis in this regime. This has received i t s most successful
application in deep inelastic lepton hadron scattering. The regime of large
distances (r >> 1 fm.) and correspondingly small momenta (Q-£ 200-500 MeV) on
the other hand has not yet received such a bonus through QCD because the
effective coupling a (Q) i s believed to grow rapidly to values far exceeding
unity in this regime rendering a perturbative approach apparently inadequate.

Although we share the belief that the effective coupling a (Q) grows
rapidly as Q decreases below $00-200 MeV, we wish to suggest in this note
that the theory can nevertheless be effectively perturbative even in the low
momentum regime, i f the growth in a (Q) is adequately compensated by a
corresponding growth in the running masses s (Q) and m (Q) of gluons and
quarks. This suggestion appears to be immediately applicable especially for
the case of liberated QCD in which not only the quarks but also gluons acquire
a bare Lagrangian mass (however small), which grows rapidly vith ag as Q + 0.
Our point i s this: An effective perturbation theory carried out in terms of
running coupling constants and running masses damps higher order loop integrals
at high momentum due to the asymptotically free running coupling constant,
while at very low momentum the damping arises due to the growths in m and
m compensating adequately the growth in a .

& 3

effectively perturbative everywhere in terms of
rapid growths of a

Thus the theory can be

« s , m^ and m . The

m and m in the infra-red regime are of course to
6 1
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•be regarded as non-perturbative phenomena, but we believe that the rest of

particle physica is effectively perturbative.

The major motivations for this conjecture are two-fold: i) First,

i t is a fact of nature that colour singlet hadrons are lowest lying. The

ysical massescolour non-singlet states may possess very high but finite

» 1 GeV if confinement is partial (or they may even have infinite masses
2)

i f confinement is absolute ) . This is at least qualitatively understood

in terms of a single gluon exchange potential. Such a potential possesses a

colour dependence of the form X-X' which makes colour singlet qq and

qqq composites l i e lover than the corresponding colour non-singlet states

i i ) Second, i t is known that quarks and gluons are either absolutely or

partially confined inside hadrons due to lonp range parts in the qq, qq

1)

qG as well as GG potentials, e.g. of the form br for the case of absolute
-kr «i

confinement and br e (with k~ » 1 Fermi) for the case of partial

confinement. It is often stated that such a confining term in the potential

arises due to multigluon exchange. If this vere so, however, one would

expect that the long range confining potential is likely to have a colour

dependent part (oC X • X') as well as a colour independent part. This latter

part would lead to unacceptable strong forces between colour singlet baryons

and mesons even vith large separations between them, as has been observed by

Feinberg and Sucher .

Both i ) and II) suggest that at least the medium short and long range

parts of qq, qq and qG potentials possess a colour-dependence of A-i1

form without any (significant) colour independent part. It appears to us

that this feature vould be most easily realized if the effective single gluon

exchange contributing to the generation of these potentials would far dominate

over al l other effective contributions. This then is the motivation for our

conjecture.

Following conventional wisdom, the effective chromodynamic coupling

constant g (Q) grows rapidly as Q decreases below say 500 MeV, reaching

either infinity as Q -» 0 (for absolute confinement) or some large maximum

finite value as Q •+ Qg « 100 MeY. Let us further assume that the running

effective masses m (Q) and m (Q) of quarks and gluons (for the liberated

case) also increase rapidly with decreasing Q, where they reach some large

finite maximum value » 1 GeV when Q •* Q̂  which corresponds to their

physical masses. We believe that ultimately the functional forms of such

increases in m (Q), 5 (Q) and g (Qj can only be determined by non-

perturbative techniques (see remarks later) ' . However, a rough idea of the

of these increases may be obtained by appealing to the charmonium

A conventional and widely used form of thii; potential is given by
8)

(1.1)

Here o denotes the chromodynamic couplins constant at short distances, e.g.

corresponding to Q ~ 3 GeV. Rmpirical f i ts suggest that a H ~ 0 . 3 - 0.1*

and aataQeV"1. The function f(r) is inserted as a factor to signify

that the familiar charmonium potential with the Coulomb plus linear terms is

tested only upto distances of order 1-2 fermis.. Thus f(r) = l for r-6 2

fermis. For distances r * 2 fermis , f(r) can deviate from unity following

in general a damped form (e.g. e ' k r ) . We shall associate a damped form for f(r)

with the case of liberated QCD and massive gluons corresponding to partial

confinement and a flat form f(r) = 1 with the case of confined QCD and mass-

less gluons.

Taking the approximation that f(r) = 1, which should hold well at

least for r < 2 fermis, the Fourier transform of ( l . l ) yields that

) •=

(1.2)

where Q = |q] . How, subject to our assumption of the validity of

perturbative QCD, the potential V(r) given by (1.1) will arise from the

Fourier transform of the effective single gluon amplitude given by

TCQ) = - 4 £i

We may now compare Cl.2) and (1.3). Since f(r) has been set equal to unity,

which should hold at least for r_< 2 fermis, we expect the corresponding

Fourier transform of V(r) given by (1.3) to hold at least for Q > 100 MeV.

In order that (1.3) may edual (1.2) for Q > 100 MeV, the simplest ansatz

appears to be



( i ) m (Q) « Q
6

(it) 5.(Q) =

for > 100 MeV

a +
s 2a2

Recall that a in (1.1+) i s the QCIt coupling constant at short distances
(r^, (3 GeV) ) and thus i t i s essentially a constant. The first condition
reflects that the running gluon mass m (ft) i s rather small (j£ 30 MeV) for

^ s
4 >100 MeV. We of course expect m (Q) to grov rapidly as 4 decreases
below 100 MeV reaching values » 1 GeV as Q •+ 0 corresponding to the
fact that the liberated gluon masses are known to l i e above 8-10 GeV.
Hote that the second tern in (1.1*) growing like 1/Q dominates over the
first one for ft < 500 MeV.

For the sake of definiteness i t i s helpful to take an interpolating

fora
10)

(1.5)

where A i s the familiar QCD parameter. For Q2 » f? (1.5) reduces to the

familiar asymptotic fora a Ad) • [12w/(33 - 2nf)] (l/log(Q2/A2)) ,
while for ft2 « A2 (1.5) yields that 5 (Q) - (3A2/2) ( l /q 2 ) . Bote that

3

for A at 500 MeV thie latter form coincides with the eoaflttisg $art of ( l .h)
for ..-12 GeV """. Such a value of a is consistent with estimates from
charmonium spectroscopy . Strictly speaking, 1/Q growth of »a(Q) need
hold only for 100 MeV ^ 4 ^ 500 MeV corresponding to distances — fm ^ r •£ 2 fas,
where the linear growth in the potential i s tested. For sufficiently small
Q << 100 MeV, both o" (ft) and a (Q) may sett le at some large finite value

F3)corresponding to partial confinement

For the sake of definitemess we shall in addition use the ansatz that
tbe gluon mass m (Q) grows linearly with &AQ) which would be the case i f
the naive tree level relation 5 (ft) - gA<i) <<J> holds even for small Q
( i . e . for large g (Q)). This particular ansatz i s however not crucial for
our conclusions. Furthermore, to fix our ideas, we shall take a representative
value i (Q - 1 GeV) = 1 MeV. ^

As regards running quark masses m (Q), we shall take Ai
m (Q)
1

)-fi 300 MeV
for Q, >. 200 MeV for the up and doyfi quarks and assume that m (Q) increases
rapidly much beycad 1 GeV a* Q decreases below 200 MeV. This corresponds
to the fact taat the coastitusmt qwazfe massea (referring to Beparationa of

order 1 Fermi and therefore average momenta ~200 MeV) are nearly 300 MeV
12)

and that they grow rapidly in the infrar-red regime. Kg.l presents the

m (Q) and m (Q) consistent with Eq.(1.5),
e i

qualitative behaviours of a ((
the above anBats 5 (Q) = 1 (<l) <*o^ and the picture for »_(*) depicted

earlier.

II. EFFECTIVE BOHR VERSUS LOOP DIAGRAMS FOR QUARK-QUARK AHD QUARK-ttLUOH
SCATTEBIIIG

He now proceed, to make an est imate of the r e l a t i v e s trengths of the

e f f e c t i v e second order t r e e versus fourth order loop diagrams for qq

scattering exhibited in Figs.2 and 3, respectively.

To simplify our task of evaluating the Feynman integrals for the
effective box diagram in Fig.3 and essentially make order of magnitude
estimates, we shall in this first attempt approximate the qualitative
behaviours of a (Q), m (Q) and m (Q) outlined above by two transition
regions with the values of these parameters changing only at the transition
points as outlined below:

(I) Regions of large momentum (0^ > 200 MeV = Q̂ ,)

" > < 300 MeV

.£ 10 MeV

(II) Region of intermediate momentum

(QJJ = 50 to 70 MeV ̂  Oj ̂  200 MeV

-v 3 GeV

— 30 MeV <

(2.1)

(a.a)

-5 -



(ill) Region of small momentum (Qg < 50 to 70 MeV)

500 MeV

(2.3)

Accordingly we shall divide the integration in momentum space for the Feynman

integrals into subregions. Admittedly this is very crude and a subsequent

attempt should evaluate the Feynman integrals numerically in terms of the

assumed smoother behaviour of the QCD parameters. In this attempt we however

wish to exhibit only the plausibility of the perturbative approach (dominance

of the tree over loop diagrams) in the infra-red regime leaving the finality

of this conclusion to a subsequent more careful work. The simplified ansatz

appears to be more than adequate for this purpose.

Let us choose the external momenta of the four quark lines to be all

in the Intermediate momentum region (Q ) or small momentum region (Q,J

(Q =V |k j). This is because ve are interested in examining the validity of

the perturbative approach for low or intermediate momentum processes. The

momentum integration space for Fig.3 may now be subdivided into regions in

accordance with the ansats for the QCD parameters mentioned above. In making

these subdivisions we also utilize the fact that for a three line vertex, one

incoming line of relatively large momentum must be accompanied by at least

another line of similarly large momentum by four momentum conservation. The

subdivisions thus arising are indicated di agrammat I cally by Flg.l*. The

effective Born amplitude with the exchanged momentum set at intermediate

values is given by

B (2.1.)

In accordance with our approach we are using effective running coupling constants

and running masses. We have suppressed colour indices as well as Dirac T

matrix dependence, We have dropped m (QT) here, since for intermediate
-2 2 ^

momenta m (Q ) « Qu • The corresponding effective loop amplitude of Pig.3

is given by the sum of the contributions from Flg.kfa) to FI

We now approximate that the effective virtual propagators carrying

momentum K for quarks are given by either 1/m or l/K and likewise for

l/K depending upon whether m » |K| or

» |K2| or |JC21 >> m 2 . Noting that the
y. g g p

amplitude for qq scattering should have a dimension l/[VT], these sub-

amplitudes are limited by

gluons by either l/m or

|K| » m and likewise whether

X WT.

Cl <
(4)1 \ =

(2.5)

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)

(a.9)

?TVX

1-1 an I -r^r ^ ^ S , )

Here the subscript I signifies that all external momenta are chosen to lie

In the intermediate region, while the subscripts (a) to (h) refer to the

respective diagrams. We now compare these 3ubamplltude8 representing the

loop contribution with the tree amplitude. It can be verified that the

largest aubaaplitude is that given by Fig.Mb). Its contribution is limited

by the inequality (2.6). The ratio of Fig.lt(b) versus the tree amplitude

is limited by

-7-
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(2.16a)

2TT (2.11)

We see that for m exceeding a value of 3 GeV in the intermediate region the

loop diagram is suppressed compared to the Born term by two orders of

magnitude. F '

In Pig.2 i f we take the external momenta to be small (S) , noting tha t
2

Q^, the Born term i s given by
—2

for small momenta m (Q_

Here corresponding to Fig.li we have only three graphs, v i th a l l loop momenta

e i ther being l a rge , intermediate or small as in Fig.5 . The respective

contributions are

sir

I * c! s \ < h

(2.13)

(2.1U)

(Ox)

W
Cos is . (2.15)

It is easy to see that each of these three contributions is at least two orders
of magnitude smaller than the corresponding Born term given by Eq.(2.12).

It is now instructive to consider a second elementary process involving

quark-gluon scattering. The respective Born and fourth-order loop diagrams

are exhibited in Figs.6 and 7t respectively. The Born terms for intermediate

and small external momenta are given by

(2.16b)

^

The loop diagram contributions can be divided into several parts depending

upon the value of the loop momentum in a manner analogous to that exhibited

explicitly for quark-quark scattering. We do not exhibit these subdivisions

for qg scattering. For both intermediate external momenta (Q ) as well as

small external momenta (Qg) i t is easy to see that the leading contributions

from the loop diagrams arise when the loop momenta of a l l internal lines are

in the intermediate region (Qj). The corresponding contribution for either

case is limited as follows:

) \

•"V
(2.IT)

Thus the ratios of fourth-order loop versus the Born terms for qg scattering

for intermediate and small external momenta are limited as follows:

(2.19)

-20-2
While the ratio (2.18) is not necessarily quite of order 10 or smaller, we
see that the qualitative feature pointing to the dominance of effective Born

over effective loop contribution is apparent even for the case of quark-gluon

scattering. Bearing the crudeness of our preliminary approach in mind, we do

not expect to extract any sharper conclusion than this at present.

-9-
-10-
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Finally a third elementary process of interest involves gluon-gluon

scattering. This however, should be inherently non-perturbative in the infra-
2

red regime. This is because the Lagrangian contains a term of order g

describing gluon-gluon scattering. Nov following our picture, t£ should

"be replaced by the effective running coupling constant ĝ  and as ve have stressed

the growth of g= in the infra-red regime is inherently non-perturbative.

I I I . SOME REMARKS ON THE NATURE OF THE B FTJUCTION IN THE THFRA-RED REGIME

We nov wish t o end t h i s note by making some observat ions regarding

the non-per turba t ive nature of the i n t e r p o l a t i o n (1.5) covering both u l t r a v i o l e t

and in f ra - red regimes. With t = log(Q/u) vhere u i s the renqrnisl izat ion

p o i n t , the in t e rpo l a t i ng so lu t ion (1.5) should be obtained from the r e -

normalizat ion group equation 11)

[It (3.1)

We note that for (1.5) the solution is finally non-analytic in the renormalized

coupling constant g. We substitute

(3.2)

with +(g) as unknown. Here

b - (33 - 2nf)/(>tcV;) .

Then using the boundary condition given by g(0,u) = g, we obtain that

( 3 . 3 )

+ (g) = I/log [exp f-M - ll .
(3.4)

2 2/A2
We may identify \i with A Of Eq.(l-5) through the result exp( l/it{g)) • u /A

Renormalization group equation (3-1) nov yields that

ft
r

(g) = -2*Z{g)/+'(g)

= -bg J|l - exp|-
(3 .5)

As already mentioned, we note that solution (3.5) is non-analytic in

g for small g, and thus is obviously non-perturbative. We believe that the

second term in (3-5) mny arise from the non-perturbative results of QCD, which

could even include instanton and irteron configurations . We note that for

small g, (3-5) yields that

etc) ~ - b cf (3-6)

as is conventional in perturbative QCD. For large g, on the other hand,

(3.5) yields

S ( g ) = - 6 • ( 3 . 7 )

For a moment, let us consider only the effect of Eq.(3-7), which is possible

if we take a renormalization point \i such that << \i << A , with re-

normalized coupling constant as gQ-

obtain

With such a renormalization point, we

•t =
ex)

such that for Q t << Q « A

a(t,gQ) = (3.8)

Thus (3.8) illustrates that the large g behaviour in Eq.(3.7) is adequate

to ensure that

(1/Q2) (3.9)

as mentioned.for the appropriate range of values of

We may contrast the present form of S(g) which owes its origin to

the conjectured interpolating form (1.5) for a ( Q ) , with that suggested
lit) s

recently by Kogut et al. Their form arises within the premises of

functional integrations in the lattice gauge theory of Wilson , In the

strong coupling limit they obtain

l - £ - K - ••• (3.10)

-12-
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Note that (3.10) agrees with (3-5) in the strong coupling limit g » 1.

However, one marked difference 'between these forma may be noted: (3.10) yields

B(g) £* -g even for a as small as 0.2 to 0.3J This would suggest aa though non-

perturbative effects are important even for such small a . This is in-

consistent with the known applicability of perturbative QCD for such small

values of as- By contrast, {3.5) yields e(g) — -t>g for a ^O.S to 0-3,

consistent with the familiar applications of QCD in this region. Thus the

one form (3.5) appears to be a suitable interpolating form for fS(g) in the

small as well as large g regions.

In the present analysis, we have assumed that the coupling and mass

{i.e.parameters occurring in the effective Lagrangian of "liberated" QCD *"*

a , at and m ) , treated as running parameters, are inherently non-

perturbative in the infra-red regime. We have made it plausible that the rest

of QCD processes, calculated in terms of these three running parameters a ,

m and 5 , may effectively be perturbative everywhere inoluding the infra-

red regime, provided that m and m grow adequately to compensate for the

growth of a in this regime. This result has its immediate application in

providing the explanation for the dominance of the effective single gluon-

exchange contribution to the quark-quark and quark-antiquark potentials even

in the long distance regime and thereby for the X-\' colour dependence for

the same.

We may note that in the present analysis we have assumed a qual i tat ive

behaviour for the running coupling constant a (Q) as wel l as for the running

masses of the quarks and gluons, m (Q) and m (Q) . In the infra-red regime

the functional forms for the above quantit ies need to be determined. This may

perhaps be done by the uses of Schvinger-Dyson integral equations, renormalization

group equations for the coupling constant and masses and Slavnov-Taylor

i d e n t i t i e s . Bar-Gadda has recently obtained in a se l f -cons i s tent manner

the infra-red behaviour of a (Q). We next propose to invest igate in a larger

context the sane problem, where the functional forms may be determined for

5 (Q), m (Q) and m (Q) simultaneously and the contributions from tree versus

loop diagrams would be determined by actual Integration. Such a programme i s

obviously store ambitious in nature.

The present note only serves to indicate that the infra-red growths

of a s (Q) , m (Q) and m (Q), which might qual i ta t ive ly be expected on the

basis of charmonium potential on the one hand and present ideas of confinement

on the other, Bay combine so as to make QCD (at least in i t s "liberated" form)

e f f ec t ive ly perturbative everywhere including the infra-red regime.
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HETERENCES

FOOTNOTES

F l )

F2)

F3)

F5)

F6)

This is motivated by independent theoretical vorks, which suggest
— 2

that aa(Q) grows as X/Q. for small Q (see remarks l a te r ) .

This low value of

5 (Q) = i((J) ^ a ^
Q >> 100 MeV.

m (Q) is suggested by the use of the linear ansatz

and the constraint 5 (Q) << 100 MeV for

It is amusing to note that if m settles at (say) 10 GeV for

Q < Qg and if the linear relation m (0.) = g(Q) ( u 1 ) holds upto

such values of Q, then Eq.(l.5) yields that GL is ~<p}~.j to 1 MeV

for ^ o ^ = 1 to 5 MeV. Thus subject to the linear ansatz, i t

appears that Q_, vhere a and m se t t le , is not an arbitrarily
«. s g

small momentum parameter, hut is probably related to the input vacuum

expectation value ^ o "^ , which is one of the baBic parameters of

liberated QCD.

We may note that this intermediate region corresponds to distances

like 1 fm to 3 fms which is Just beyond the normal size of the

hadrons. For the loop diagram in this region to be much smaller

than the Born term, we appear to need a quark mass which is much

larger than the constituent quark mass. This may indicate al»ost a

discontinuous phase transition for the masses of the quarks at such

a cr i t ical distance. From many conjectures regarding the behaviour

of quark misses this is not an unexpected feature.

By "liberated QCD" we mean simply the case of SU(3) colour local

symmetry being broken spontaneously and softly * * . W e stress

that for our considerations here i t is immaterial whether within the

context of "liberated QCD", quarks acquire integer charges as developed

in Ref.2 or fractional charges as developed in Ref.18.

Some of the other recent approaches with a philosophy of self-

consistency in the analysis of QCD in the infra-red regime are

given in Ref.17.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Qua l i t a t i ve behaviour of t he running masses of quark and gluon

m (Q) and a (Q) and the running coupling constant a (i).

The diagram i s not upto s c a l e .

F ig .2 Born diagram for quark-quark s c a t t e r i n g .

FI3.3 Loop diagram for quark-quark scattering.

FiK.i* Momentum subdivisions for the loop diagram in Fig. 3 when the

external momenta are in the intermediate region. L, I and S

correspond to loop moaenta as in Pig.l and equations (2.1) to

(2.3).

Fig.|) Momentum subdivisions for the loop diagram in Fig. 3 vhen the

external momenta are small.

Fig.6 Born diagram for quark-gluon scattering.

Flg.f Loop diagram for quark-gluon scattering.
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